Inora

Simplicity for timeless design

The Inora range of light switches and wiring accessories has been designed with quality, functionality and simplicity in mind.

• Simple & elegant design: curved rocker combined with chamfer frame on the top and bottom
• Backlight with blue illumination for simple location at night
• Safe and faster installation due to ergonomic design
• Socket outlets designed with safety shutter to protect children from power hazards
• Durability thanks to high-quality materials
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Your first choice, simple and elegant

Whether it’s in a kitchen, a living room or a child’s room, with a total above-wall switch height of 8.5 mm, Inora is your first choice, simple and elegant.

The Inora range embraces simplicity in interior design by combining form and function. With clean lines, gently curved rockers, and stylish chamfer frames on the top and bottom the Inora range is infinitely sophisticated. The unobstructive design coordinates effortlessly with any interior design scheme.

Simplicity for timeless design

Available in four colors – white, classic grey, starry black and royal gold – the simplicity of the Inora switches and socket outlets sets new standards for timeless design.

Form follows function. The Inora range of light switches and wiring accessories has been designed with quality, functionality, and simplicity in mind. Many functions such as USB charging ports have been combined into one product, saving space, and optimizing installation and use. As a result, fewer wiring accessories are needed throughout the building, which also contributes to a clean interior design.

With its simplicity and by not following any trends the range creates a timeless aesthetic.

The Inora range can be seamlessly integrated into any type of room space, either in a kitchen, a living room or a child’s room.